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Abstract
We investigate exotic supergravity theories in 6D with maximal p4, 0q and p3, 1q
supersymmetry, which were conjectured by C. Hull to exist and to describe strong
coupling limits of N “ 8 theories in 5D. These theories involve exotic gauge fields
with non-standard Young tableaux representations, subject to (self-)duality con-
straints. We give novel actions in a 5` 1 split of coordinates whose field equations
reproduce those of the free bosonic p4, 0q and p3, 1q theory, respectively, including
the (self-)duality relations. Evidence is presented for a master exceptional field
theory formulation with an extended section constraint that, depending on the so-
lution, produces the p4, 0q, p3, 1q or the conventional p2, 2q theory. We comment on
the possible construction of a fully non-linear master exceptional field theory.
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1 Introduction
Among the surprising features of string/M-theory is the possible existence of exotic supercon-
formal field and gravity theories in six dimensions, which display generalizations of electric-
magnetic duality. Specifically, the supermultiplets of these theories are such that the cor-
responding fields must be subject to (self-)duality constraints, some of which involve exotic
Young tableaux representations. In this paper our focus will be on a conjecture by Hull [1, 2]
according to which there are strong coupling limits of N “ 8 theories in five dimensions that
are given by six-dimensional theories with chiral N “ p4, 0q and N “ p3, 1q supersymmetry,
respectively. Such theories must be exotic or non-geometric since they feature mixed symmetry
tensors of Young tableaux type and , respectively, instead of a conventional graviton,
hence suggesting the need for a generalized notion of spacetime and diffeomorphism invariance.
They are set to play a distinguished role among the maximally supersymmetric theories [3–5]
A possible window into these somewhat mysterious structures is offered by a Kaluza-Klein
perspective from five dimensions. The supermultiplets of five-dimensional (5D) theories with
maximal supersymmetry (32 real supercharges) were classified by Strathdee [6] and further
clarified by Hull in [7]. The 5D superalgebra reads
tQaα, Qbβu “ ΩabpΓµCqαβPµ ` CαβpZab ` ΩabKq , (1.1)
where α, β, . . . “ 1, . . . , 4 are the space-time spinor indices and a, b, . . . “ 1, . . . , 8 are USpp8q
R-symmetry indices. This superalgebra features 27 central charges Zab, satisfying Zab “ ´Zba,
ΩabZab “ 0, and a singlet central charge K. The BPS multiplets of this superalgebra describe
the possible Kaluza-Klein towers that any six-dimensional (6D) theory with maximal supersym-
metry displays when compactified on a circle. For the conventional maximal 6D supergravity,
which features N “ p2, 2q supersymmetry, the massive Kaluza-Klein states do not carry the
singlet central charge K. Instead, they carry a particular central charge Zab transforming as a
singlet under the six-dimensional R-symmetry group USpp4qˆUSpp4q . In contrast, the massive
multiplets of the exotic theories carry non-vanishing singlet charge K (together with nonvan-
ishing Zab, singlet under USpp4q ˆ USpp4q in the case of the N “ p3, 1q multiplets) [7]. This
points to a unifying framework in the spirit of exceptional field theories [8–11] which we will
elaborate on in this paper.
Exceptional field theory (ExFT) provides in particular a formulation of 11-dimensional
(11D) and type IIB supergravity in a form that is covariant under the global symmetry group
E6p6q of 5D maximal supergravity, thanks to extended coordinates in the 27 representation of
this group, which are added to the five coordinates of 5D supergravity. The resulting theory is
thus based on a p5 ` 27q-dimensional spacetime split, in which the 27 coordinates are subject
to an E6p6q covariant ‘section constraint’ restricting them to a suitable physical subspace, from
which the complete (untruncated) 11D supergravity can be reconstructed, albeit in a Kaluza-
Klein type formulation with a 5 ` 6 split of coordinates. (Equivalently, one may think of this
as coupling the infinite towers of massive Kaluza-Klein multiplets to 5D supergravity, which
reconstructs the complete 11D supergravity.) A different physical section reproduces the IIB
theory [10, 12]. From a higher-dimensional perspective, the extra coordinates can be thought
of as accounting for the possible brane windings, which in turn are related to the 27 central
charges of the supersymmetry algebra (1.1). The structure of the exotic supermultiplets then
suggests an inclusion of their couplings within a suitable extension of this framework.
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In this paper we will present actions for (the bosonic sectors of) the free exotic 6D theories
that generalize the (linearized) E6p6q exceptional field theory [10,11] by adding one more ‘exotic’
coordinate to the 27, as suggested by the singlet central charge in (1.1). As one of the most
enticing outcomes of our investigation we find evidence for a master exceptional field theory
formulation in which the conventional N “ p2, 2q theory as well as the N “ p4, 0q and
N “ p3, 1q theory are obtained through different solutions of an extended section constraint of
the form
dMNKBN b BK ´ 1?
10
∆MN pBN b B‚ ` B‚ b BN q “ 0 , (1.2)
where M,N “ 1, . . . , 27, are fundamental E6p6q indices, dMNK denotes the E6p6q invariant fully
symmetric tensor, and B‚ is the derivative dual to the exotic coordinate. Moreover, ∆MN
denotes the (constant) background part of the generalized metric MMN encoding all scalar
fields. The first term in equation (1.2) defines the section constraint of E6p6q exceptional field
theory, whose solutions restrict to the standard D “ 11 and IIB sections. The second term
encodes the extension of the constraint allowing for two more solutions corresponding to N “
p4, 0q and N “ p3, 1q, respectively. More precisely, we recover the N “ p4, 0q exotic theory
by dropping all dependence on the 27 standard coordinates, and keeping only the dependence
on the exotic coordinate. The N “ p3, 1q model in turn is recovered by superposing this
coordinate with the F4p4q singlet under 27Ñ 26` 1 among the 27 coordinates of ExFT. While
we give several independent pieces of evidence for the existence of this master formulation
(some of which entail highly non-trivial numerical agreement), we also point out some gaps of
the master formulation as understood so far. This implies that the complete non-linear theory
requires new ingredients, not the least of which is a section constraint that makes sense for the
non-linear theory and that reduces to (1.2) in the appropriate limit.
As a technical result, we present novel actions for the bosonic sectors of the N “ p3, 1q and
the N “ p4, 0q model that are based on a 5+1 split of the six-dimensional space-time, sacrificing
manifest 6D Poincare´ invariance. In the spirit of ExFT, these are two-derivative actions which
upon dimensional reduction to five dimensions reduce to the same action of linearized maximal
5D supergravity. All dual fields, in particular the entire dual graviton sector, only appear under
derivative along the sixth dimension. The full field equations obtained by variation combine the
second order Fierz-Pauli equations with first-order duality equations defining the dual graviton
sector. Actions for selfdual fields based on a 5+1 split of spacetime date back to [13] with the
description of selfdual 6D tensor fields. More recently, actions for the N “ p3, 1q and N “ p4, 0q
models have been constructed in [14–16], based on the prepotential formalism developed in [17]
in the context of linearized gravity. Introduction of prepotentials for the gauge fields adapted
to their self-duality properties allows for the construction of an action of fourth order in spatial
derivatives. Our construction is closer in spirit to the original construction of [13], albeit dual
in a sense discussed in more detail in appendix A. It provides a novel mechanism for describing
self-dual exotic tensor fields.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In sec. 2 we review the bosonic sector of the
N “ p2, 2q, N “ p3, 1q and N “ p4, 0q theories at the level of the equations motion, which
are manifestly 6D Lorentz invariant. In order to find actions for these theories we abandon
manifest Lorentz invariance by performing a 5`1 split of coordinates in sec. 3 for each of these
models. In sec. 4 we then present, as one of our main technical results, actions whose second-
order Euler-Lagrange equations can be integrated in order to reproduce the correct dynamics
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of the three theories. In sec. 5 we present the master formulation as currently understood,
highlight its successes, which strike us as significant, but also discuss the structural problems
that remain. We close with a brief outlook.
Note added: While finalizing the present paper the preprint [18] appeared, which also in-
vestigates exotic theories in 6D.
2 Review of 6D Models
We study six-dimensional field theories in Minkowski space with flat metric
ηµˆνˆ “ diag t´1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1u , µˆ, νˆ “ 0, . . . , 5 . (2.1)
The Poincare´ algebra in six dimensions admits chiral pN`,N´q supersymmetric extensions
where N˘ count the cumber of right- and left-handed supercharges, respectively [6]. In particu-
lar, maximal supersymmetry (32 real supercharges) allows for the three possibilities pN`,N´q “
p2, 2q, pN`,N´q “ p3, 1q, and pN`,N´q “ p4, 0q. The corresponding lowest-dimensional mass-
less supermultiplets have the field content [6]
p2, 2q : p3, 3; 1, 1q ` p2, 2; 4, 4q ` p1, 3; 5, 1q ` p3, 1; 1, 5q ` p1, 1; 5, 5q
` p2, 3; 4, 1q ` p3, 2; 1, 4q ` p2, 1; 4, 5q ` p1, 2; 5, 4q , (2.2a)
p3, 1q : p4, 2; 1, 1q ` p2, 2; 14, 1q ` p3, 1; 6, 2q ` p1, 1; 141, 2q
` p4, 1; 1, 2q ` p3, 2; 6, 1q ` p2, 1; 14, 2q ` p1, 2; 141 , 1q , (2.2b)
p4, 0q : p5, 1; 1q ` p3, 1; 27q ` p1, 1; 42q ` p4, 1; 8q ` p2, 1; 48q , (2.2c)
organized into representations of the little group
G0 “ SUp2q ˆ SUp2q ˆUSpp2N`q ˆUSpp2N´q . (2.3)
In this section, we briefly review the six-dimensional free theories associated to these multiplets.
2.1 The N “ p2, 2q Model
Let us start from the N “ p2, 2q multiplet corresponding to maximal supergravity in six
dimensions. Its bosonic field content comprises a metric, 25 scalar fields, 16 vectors, and
5 two-forms. The full non-linear theory has been constructed in [19] with the scalar fields
parametrizing an SOp5, 5q{ pSOp5q ˆ SOp5qq coset space. For the purpose of this paper, we will
only consider the linearized (free) theory with no couplings among the different types of matter.
The linearized spin-2 sector carries the symmetric Pauli-Fierz field hµˆνˆ . With the linearized
Riemann tensor given by
Rµˆνˆ,ρˆσˆ “ ´BµˆBrρˆhσˆsνˆ ` BνˆBrρˆhσˆsµˆ , (2.4)
linearization of the Einstein-Hilbert Lagrangian gives rise to the massless Fierz-Pauli Lagrangian
Lh “ ´1
2
Bµˆhµˆνˆ Bνˆhρˆρˆ ` 1
2
Bµˆhρˆσˆ Bρˆhσˆ µˆ ´ 1
4
Bµˆhρˆσˆ Bµˆhρˆσˆ ` 1
4
Bµˆhνˆ νˆ Bµˆhρˆρˆ
“ ´1
4
ΩµˆνˆρˆΩµˆνˆρˆ ` 1
2
ΩµˆνˆρˆΩνˆρˆµˆ ` ΩµˆΩµˆ , (2.5)
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with Ωµˆνˆρˆ ” Brµˆhνˆsρˆ . The vector fields Aµˆi couple with a standard Maxwell term
LA “ ´1
4
Fµˆνˆ
i F µˆνˆ i , i “ 1, . . . , 16 , (2.6)
for Fµˆνˆ
i “ 2 BrµˆAνˆsi, while scalar couplings take the form
Lφ “ ´1
2
BµˆφαBµˆφα , α “ 1, . . . , 25 . (2.7)
The couplings (2.6) and (2.7) break the global SOp5, 5q symmetry of the non-linear theory down
to its compact part SOp5qˆSOp5q, as expected for the free theory. Finally, the two-forms Bµˆνˆ p
couple with a standard kinetic term
LB “ ´1
6
Hµˆνˆρˆ
qH µˆνˆρˆ q , q “ 1, . . . , 5 , (2.8)
for Hµˆνˆρˆ
q “ 3 BrµˆBνˆρˆsq. For the following it will be convenient to combine these fields together
with their magnetic duals into a set of 10 two-forms Bµˆνˆ
a, satisfying first order (anti-)selfduality
field equations
δabHµˆνˆρˆ
b “ 1
6
ε
µˆνˆρˆσˆκˆλˆ
ηabH
σˆκˆλˆ b , a “ 1, . . . , 10 , (2.9)
with the SOp5, 5q invariant constant tensor ηab . Equations (2.9) amount to a description of
these degrees of freedom in terms of 5 selfdual and 5 anti-selfdual two forms.
2.2 The N “ p3, 1q Model
Let us now turn to the free field equations associated with the N “ p3, 1q multiplet (2.2b).
This multiplet does not carry a standard graviton field, but an exotic three-index tensor field
of mixed-symmetry type [20]
: Cµˆνˆ,ρˆ “ ´Cνˆµˆ,ρˆ , Crµˆνˆ,ρˆs “ 0 . (2.10)
Its field equation is given by a selfduality equation [1]
Sµˆνˆρˆ,σˆτˆ “ 1
6
ε
µˆνˆρˆηˆκˆλˆ
Sηˆκˆλˆσˆτˆ , (2.11)
in terms of its second order curvature
Sµˆνˆρˆ,σˆτˆ “ 3 BσˆBrµˆCνˆρˆs,τˆ ´ 3 BτˆBrµˆCνˆρˆs,σˆ . (2.12)
Counting reveals that the field equation (2.11) captures the 8 degrees of freedom as counted
in the multiplet (2.2b). Moreover, curvature and field equation are invariant under the gauge
symmetries
δCµˆνˆ,ρˆ “ 2 Brµˆανˆsρˆ ` Bρˆβµˆνˆ ´ Brρˆβµˆνˆs , (2.13)
with parameters αµˆνˆ “ αpµˆνˆq and βµˆνˆ “ βrµˆνˆs. An action principle for the field equations
(2.11) has been constructed in [16] based on the prepotential formalism introduced in [17] in
the context of linearized gravity.
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In addition to the exotic tensor field, the bosonic field content of the N “ p3, 1q multiplet
(2.2b) contains 14 vectors, 12 selfdual 2-forms and 28 scalar fields. The dynamics of vector and
scalar fields can be captured by standard Lagrangians (2.6) and (2.7) (with different range of
internal indices). The selfdual 2-forms Bµˆνˆ
a obey a selfduality equation similar to (2.9)
Hµˆνˆρˆ
a “ 1
6
ε
µˆνˆρˆσˆκˆλˆ
H σˆκˆλˆ a , a “ 1, . . . , 12 , (2.14)
contrary to (2.9), no indefinite tensor ηab appears in this equation, all forms are selfdual.
1 As
a consequence there is no standard action principle for these field equations, they can however
be derived from an action with non-manifest Lorentz invariance [13] or upon coupling to the
auxiliary PST scalar [21].2
The free N “ p3, 1q theory is invariant under the R-symmetry group USpp6q ˆ USpp2q.
The (yet elusive) interacting theory is conjectured to exhibit a global F4p4q symmetry with in
particular the 28 scalars parametrizing the coset space F4p4q{ pUSpp6q ˆUSpp2qq [1].
2.3 The N “ p4, 0q Model
The N “ p4, 0q multiplet carries an exotic four-index tensor field with the symmetries of the
Riemann tensor
: Tµˆνˆ,ρˆσˆ “ Tρˆσˆ,µˆνˆ “ ´Tνˆµˆ,ρˆσˆ , Trµˆνˆ,ρˆsσˆ “ 0 . (2.15)
Its field equation is given by a selfduality equation [1]
G
µˆνˆλˆ,ρˆσˆτˆ
“ 1
6
ε
µˆνˆλˆαˆβˆγˆ
Gαˆβˆγˆ ρˆσˆτˆ , (2.16)
in terms of its second order curvature
G
µˆνˆλˆ,ρˆσˆτˆ
“ 3 BρˆBrµˆTνˆλˆs,σˆτˆ ` 3 BσˆBrµˆTνˆλˆs,τˆ ρˆ ` 3 BτˆBrµˆTνˆλˆs,ρˆσˆ . (2.17)
Counting confirms that this field equation describes the 5 degrees of freedom as counted in
the multiplet (2.2c). Moreover, curvature and field equation are invariant under the gauge
symmetries
δTµˆνˆ,ρˆσˆ “ Brµˆλνˆs,ρˆσˆ ` Brρˆλσˆs,µˆνˆ , (2.18)
with the (2,1) gauge parameter λµˆ,ρˆσˆ “ λµˆ,rρˆσˆs, λrµˆ,ρˆσˆs “ 0 . An action principle for (2.16) has
been constructed in [14, 15] based on the prepotential formalism of [17]. The bosonic part of
the N “ p4, 0q multiplet (2.2c) combines the exotic tensor field Tµˆνˆ,ρˆσˆ with 42 scalars and
27 selfdual 2-forms. Their dynamics is described by a free Lagrangian (2.7) and selfduality
equations (2.14), respectively.
The free N “ p4, 0q theory is invariant under the R-symmetry group USpp8q. The (yet
elusive) interacting theory is conjectured to exhibit a global E6p6q symmetry with in particular
the 42 scalars parametrizing the coset space E6p6qUSpp8q [1].
1 For uniformity, we use the same indices a, b, to label two-forms in all three models, despite the fact that
the range of these indices differs among the different models according to the number of two-form fields. This
should not be a source of confusion.
2 For more recent constructions, see also [22], [23].
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3 5` 1 Split
Upon dimensional reduction to D “ 5 dimensions, the three models discussed in the previous
section all reduce to the same theory: the free limit of maximal D “ 5 supergravity [1, 2].
The bosonic sector of this theory carries a spin-2 field and 27 vector fields together with 42
scalar fields. In particular, the exotic tensor fields of the N “ p3, 1q and the N “ p4, 0q
model after dimensional reduction carry the D “ 5 dual graviton and double dual graviton,
respectively. Within the free theory, these fields can be dualized into the standard Pauli-Fierz
field [1, 24, 25], and do not represent independent degrees of freedom. In order to make the
equivalence explicit, the fields of D “ 5 supergravity (together with their on-shell duals) have
to be properly identified among the various components of the D “ 6 fields.
In this section, we discuss for every of the three models the reorganization of the D “ 6 fields
which allows their identification after reduction to five dimensions. However, throughout this
section (and this paper) we keep the full dependence of all fields on six space-time coordinates.
More precisely, we break 6-dimensional Poincare´ invariance down to 5`1 and perform a standard
Kaluza-Klein decomposition on the six-dimensional fields without dropping the dependence on
the 6th coordinate. We then rearrange the equations such that they take the form of the
five-dimensional (free) supergravity equations however sourced by derivatives of matter fields
along the sixth direction. The resulting reformulation of the six-dimensional models casts their
dynamics into a common framework — which ultimately allows us to construct uniform actions
for the three models.
For the purpose of this paper, we choose the 5` 1 coordinate split 
xµˆ
( ÝÑ txµ, yu , µ “ 0, . . . , 4 , (3.1)
by singling out one of the spatial coordinates. Of course, an analogous construction can be
performed with a split along the time-like coordinate which may be of interest for example in
a Hamiltonian context.
3.1 The N “ p2, 2q Model
With the coordinate split (3.1), we parametrize the graviton of the N “ p2, 2q theory as
hµˆνˆ “
˜
hµν ´ 13 ηµν φ Aµ
Aµ φ
¸
, (3.2)
which is the linearized form of the standard Kaluza-Klein reduction ansatz. Recall that all
fields still depend on 6 coordinates. Working out the Lagrangian (2.5) in this parametrization
gives rise to its expression
Lh ÝÑ L “ ´ 1
2
BµhµνBνhρρ ` 1
2
BµhρσBρhσµ ´ 1
4
BµhνρBµhνρ ` 1
4
BµhννBµhρρ
´ 1
4
ByhµνByhµν ` ByhµνBµAν ´ ByhσσBρAρ ` 1
4
ByhσσByhρρ ´ 2
3
ByhσσByφ
´ 1
4
FµνFµν ´ 1
3
BµφBµφ` 4
3
ByAµBµφ` 5
9
ByφByφ , (3.3)
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up to total derivatives. As an illustration of the above discussion let us note the explicit form
of the equations for the five-dimensional spin-2 field
Gµν “ ´1
2
ByByhµν ` 1
2
ηµν ByByhρρ ´ 2
3
ηµν ByByφ , (3.4)
in terms of the linearized Einstein tensor
Gµν “ ´BρDpµhνqρ `
1
2
BρDρhµν ` 1
2
BpµDνqhρρ `
1
2
ηµν BρDσhρσ ´ 1
2
ηµν BρDρhσσ ,
with covariant derivatives Dµhνρ ” Bµhνρ ´ 2
3
ByAµ ηνρ . (3.5)
The form of (3.4) shows that upon dimensional reduction to D “ 5 dimensions, these equations
reproduce the (linearized) five-dimensional Einstein field equations. In contrast, the coordi-
nate dependence along the sixth coordinate induces a non-trivial gauge structure via covariant
derivatives (3.5) and non-vanishing source terms in (3.4). This is very much in the spirit of
the reformulation of higher-dimensional supergravities as exceptional field theories (ExFTs).
Indeed, equation (3.4) can be equivalently obtained upon linearizing the corresponding E6p6q
ExFT [10,11] upon proper identification of the coordinate y among the 27 internal coordinates
on which this ExFT is based.
Let us also note, that the Lagrangian (3.3) can be put to the more compact form
L “´ 1
4
ΩµνρΩµνρ ` 1
2
ΩµνρΩνρµ ` ΩµΩµ ´ 1
3
pBµφ´ 2 ByAµqpBµφ´ 2 ByAµq
´ 1
4
FµνFµν ` 5
9
ByφByφ´ 2
3
ByhσσByφ` 1
4
ByhσσByhρρ ´ 1
4
ByhµνByhµν , (3.6)
with the linearized (and covariantized) anholonomity objects
Ωµνρ ” Brµhνsρ ´
2
3
ByArµηνsρ , Ωµ ” Ωµνν . (3.7)
The remaining part of the six-dimensional degrees of freedom described by (3.6) are captured
by a (modified) five-dimensional Maxwell and Klein-Gordon equation for Aµ and φ, respectively,
obtained by varying (3.6). It is useful to note the symmetries of the Lagrangian (3.6) descending
from six-dimensional spin-2 gauge transformations
δhµν “ 2 Bpµξνq `
2
3
ηµν Byλ ,
δAµ “ Bµλ` Byξµ ,
δφ “ 2 Byλ , (3.8)
upon decomposition of the six-dimensional gauge parameter as tξµˆu “ tξµ, λu .
In a similar way, the six-dimensional Maxwell and Klein-Gordon Lagrangians (2.6) and (2.7)
take the form
LA “ ´1
4
Fµν iFµν
i ´ 1
2
`Bµφi ´ ByAµ i˘ `Bµφi ´ ByAµi˘ ,
Lφ “ ´1
2
BµφαBµφα ´ 1
2
ByφαByφα , (3.9)
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respectively, after splitting tAµˆiu “ tAµi, φiu, and with abelian Fµνi “ 2 BrµAνsi, giving rise
to modified Maxwell and Klein-Gordon equations for their components. The rewriting of the
tensor field sector is slightly less straightforward: rather than evaluating the Lagrangian (2.8),
we choose to evaluate the first-order field equations (2.9) after splitting the 6D tensor fields
into tBµˆνˆau “ tBµνa, Bµ5a ” Aµau
ηabHµνρ
b “ 1
2
εµνρκλ δab pF κλ b ` ByBκλ bq , (3.10)
where we use conventions εµνρκλ5 “ εµνρκλ, and abelian field strengths Hµνρa “ 3 BrµBνρsa, and
Fµν
a “ 2 BrµAνsa, respectively. These equations can be integrated to a Lagrangian
L “ ´1
4
pFµνa ` ByBµνaq pFµν a ` ByBµν aq ´ 1
24
εµνρστ ηab ByBµνaHρστ b . (3.11)
Again, this Lagrangian can be deduced from the linearized version of exceptional field theory.
We discuss this mechanism in more detail in appendix A.2. As we will see in the following, this
form of the Lagrangian allows for the most uniform treatment of the different six-dimensional
models. After dimensional reduction to D “ 5 dimensions, it simply reduces to a collection
of Maxwell terms, such that all degrees of freedom of (2.8) are described as massless vector
fields in five dimensions. In presence of the sixth dimension, the Lagrangian (3.11) gives rise
to modified Maxwell equations while variation w.r.t. the tensor fields Bµν
a induces equations
(3.10) (under By derivative) as duality equations relating vector and tensor fields.
In summary, the D “ 6 N “ p2, 2q, model can be equivalently reformulated in terms of a
Lagrangian given by the sum of (3.6), (3.9), and (3.11). Upon dimensional reduction to five
dimensions, i.e. setting By Ñ 0, and rescaling of the scalar fields, this Lagrangian reduces to
L5D “´ 1
4
Ω˚µνρΩ˚µνρ ` 1
2
Ω˚µνρΩ˚νρµ ` Ω˚µΩ˚µ ´ 1
2
BµφABµφA ´ 1
4
Fµν MFµν
M ´ 1
4
ByhµνByhµν ,
M “ 1, . . . , 27 , A “ 1, . . . , 42 , (3.12)
with Ω˚µνρ ” Brµhνsρ, and where we have combined the various vector and scalar fields into joint
objects  
Aµ
M
(
, M “ 1, . . . , 27 ,  φA( , A “ 1, . . . , 42 . (3.13)
The Lagrangian (3.12) is the free limit of D “ 5 maximal supergravity [26]. In the interacting
theory, the fields (3.13) transform in the fundamental and a non-linear representation of its
global symmetry group E6p6q.
3.2 The N “ p3, 1q Model
We now turn to the N “ p3, 1q model. Its most characteristic element is the mixed-symmetry
tensor field Cµˆνˆ,ρˆ whose field equation (2.11) cannot be derived from a standard action principle.
We thus perform the Kaluza-Klein reorganization of the model on the level of the field equations.
To this end, we again split coordinates as (3.1) and parametrize the mixed-symmetry tensor as
tCµˆνˆ,ρˆu “
 
Cµν,ρ ´ 2Arµηνsρ ; Cµ5,ν “ hµν `Bµν ; Cµ5,5 “ 2Aµ
(
, (3.14)
with symmetric hµν “ hνµ, antisymmetric Bµν “ ´Bνµ, and a (2,1) tensor Cµν,ρ . After
dimensional reduction to five dimensions, the fields hµν and Aµ satisfy the linearized Einstein
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and Maxwell equations while the fields Cµν,ρ and Bµν describe their on-shell duals, together
accounting for the 8 degrees of freedom of the six-dimensional tensor field. Explicitly, in the
parametrization (3.14), the six-dimensional selfduality equations (2.11) split into two equations
Bρ
´
Fµν ` 1
6
εµνλστ H
λστ
¯
“ ByBrµhνsρ `
1
4
εµνκλτ ByBκCλτ ρ ` 1
2
ByByCµν,ρ ´ ByByArµηνsρ
´ 1
4
ερµνστ ByF στ ` ByBrµBνsρ ´ ByBρBµν , (3.15)
and
Rµν,ρσ “ 1
2
Bρ
´
Hµνσ ´ 1
2
εµνσκλ F
κλ
¯
´ 1
2
Bσ
´
Hµνρ ´ 1
2
εµνρκλ F
κλ
¯
` 1
2
εµνκλτ BκBrρCλτ σs
` 1
2
ByBρCµν,σ ´ 1
2
ByBσCµν,ρ ´ ByBρArµηνsσ ` ByBσArµηνsρ , (3.16)
with abelian field strengths Fµν “ 2 BrµAνs, Hµνρ “ 3 BrµBνρs, and the linearized Riemann
tensor Rµν,ρσ defined as in (2.4) however for the field hµν . Contraction of (3.16) gives rise to
an equation
Gµν “ ´1
2
ByBρCρpµ,νq ´
1
2
ByBpµCνqρρ `
1
2
ηµν ByBρCρσσ , (3.17)
where Gµν denotes the linearized Einstein tensor defined as in (3.5), however with covariant
derivatives now given by
Dµhνρ ” Bµhνρ ´ ByAµ ηνρ , (3.18)
i.e. with a different value of the coupling constant (which could be absorbed into rescaling the
vector field). Equation (3.17) confirms that upon reduction to five dimensions (By Ñ 0), the
field hµν satisfies the linearized Einstein equations. As in the N “ p2, 2q model, the coordinate
dependence along the sixth coordinate induces a nontrivial gauge structure (3.18) together
with non-vanishing source terms in (3.17) — which differ from those of (3.4) illustrating the
inequivalence of the N “ p2, 2q and the N “ p3, 1q model before dimensional reduction.
The full field equation (3.16) takes the form of a vanishing curl (in rρσs) and can locally be
integrated into the first order equation3
Brµhνsρ `
1
4
εµνκλτ BκCλτ ρ ` 1
2
´
Hµνρ ´ 1
2
εµνρκλ F
κλ
¯
` 1
2
ByCµν,ρ ´ ByArµηνsρ “ Bρuµν ,
(3.19)
with an antisymmetric tensor uµν “ ´uνµ . Combining this equation with the field equation
(3.15) implies that
Bρ
ˆ
Fµν ` 1
6
εµνκλτ H
κλτ ` 3
2
ByBµν ´ Byuµν
˙
“ 0 , (3.20)
which can be further integrated into another first order duality equation
Fµν ` 1
6
εµνκλτ H
κλτ ` 3
2
ByBµν ´ Byuµν “ 0 , (3.21)
3 Here, and in the following we work locally and ignore potential subtleties that may arise from a non-trivial
topology. We refer to [27] for a discussion of such issues in the context of chiral p-forms.
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up to a function fµνpyq that can be absorbed into uµν . Eventually, we can use (3.21) to bring
(3.19) into the form
Brµhνsρ `
1
4
εµνκλτ BκCλτ ρ ´ Bρuµν “ 1
4
εµνρκλ By
´
uκλ ´ 3
2
Bκλ
¯
´ 1
2
ByCµν,ρ ` ByArµηνsρ .
(3.22)
To sum up, we have cast the original second order field equations (2.11) of the six-dimensional
mixed-symmetry tensor field into the form of two first-order duality equations (3.21) and (3.22),
upon parametrizing the six-dimensional fields in terms of its components (3.14) and introduc-
tion of an additional field uµν . Upon reduction to five dimensions, these equations constitute
the duality equations relating the vector-tensor fields, and the graviton-dual graviton fields,
respectively.
It is instructive to work out the gauge symmetries of these equations which originate from
the D “ 6 gauge transformations (2.13). Parametrizing the six-dimensional gauge parameters
as
αµˆνˆ “
˜
αµν ´ ηµν λ 12 pξµ ` 3Λµq
1
2
pξµ ` 3Λµq 2λ
¸
, βµˆνˆ “
˜
βµν
3
2
pξµ ´ Λµq
3
2
pΛµ ´ ξµq 0
¸
, (3.23)
their action on the various components of (3.14) is derived as
δAµ “ Bµλ` 1
2
By pξµ ´ 3Λµq ,
δBµν “ 2 BrµΛνs `
1
3
Byβµν ,
δhµν “ 2 Bpµξνq ` ηµν Byλ´ Byαµν ,
δCµν,ρ “ 2 Brµανsρ ` Bρβµν ´ Brρβµνs ` By
`
ξrµηνsρ ´ 3Λrµηνsρ
˘
. (3.24)
With the field uµν defined by equation (3.19), its gauge variation is found by integrating up the
variation of (3.19) and takes the form
δuµν “ Brµξνs `
1
6
εµνρστ Bρβστ ` 1
2
Byβµν . (3.25)
For later use, let us note that contraction of (3.22) with the fully antisymmetric ε-tensor
yields
1
6
BρCµν,ρ ` 1
3
BrµCνsρρ `
1
6
εµνρστ Bρuστ “ 1
2
By
´
uµν ´ 3
2
Bµν
¯
, (3.26)
while contraction gives rise to
Bµhνµ ´ Bνhµµ ` ByCµνµ ` 4 ByAν “ 2 Bµuµν . (3.27)
This gives rise to an equivalent rewriting of (3.22) as
Brµhνsρ ` Bσhrµσηνsρ ` ηρrµBνshσσ “ ´
1
4
εµνκλτ Bκ
´
Cλτ ρ ` ελταβσ uαβηρσ
¯
´ 3 ByArµηνsρ
` 1
4
εµνρκλ By
´
uκλ ´ 3
2
Bκλ
¯
´ 1
2
ByCµν,ρ ´ ByCσrµσηνsρ .
(3.28)
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Let us further note that taking the divergence of (3.21) yields the Maxwell type equation
BµFµν “ 1
2
ByBµhνµ ´ 1
2
ByBνhµµ ` 1
2
ByByCµνµ ´ 3
2
ByBµBµν ` 2 ByByAν , (3.29)
where we have used (3.27) in order to eliminate the divergence of uµν .
For the remaining fields of the N “ p3, 1q model, the 5+1 Kaluza-Klein split is achieved
just as for the N “ p2, 2q model discussed above. The six-dimensional field equations of the
14 vector fields and 28 scalar fields take the form obtained from variation of Lagrangians of the
form (3.9), respectively. The field equations of the 12 selfdual forms take the form
Hµνρ
a “ 1
2
εµνρκλ pF κλ a ` ByBκλaq , (3.30)
after splitting the two-forms according to tBµˆνˆau “ tBµνa, Bµ5a ” Aµau . The equations may
be integrated up to an action in precise analogy with (3.11), c.f. the discussion in appendix A.2.
3.3 The N “ p4, 0q Model
In this model, the exotic graviton is given by the rank four tensor (2.15) whose dynamics is
defined by the selfduality equations (2.16) for its second-order curvature. According to the split
of coordinates (3.1), we parametrize the various components of this field as
tTµˆνˆ,ρˆσˆu “ tTµν,ρσ ; Tµν,ρ5 “ Cµν,ρ ; Tµ5,ν5 “ hµνu . (3.31)
After dimensional reduction to five dimensions, these fields describe the graviton, dual graviton
and double dual graviton, respectively. Explicitly, in this parametrization the six-dimensional
field equations (2.16) split into two equations
Rµν,ρσ “ 1
2
ByBµCρσ,ν ´ 1
2
ByBνCρσ,µ ` 1
2
ByBρCµν,σ ´ 1
2
ByBσCµν,ρ
` 1
2
εµνκλτ BrρBκCλτ σs `
1
4
εµνκλτ ByBκT λτ ρσ ` 1
2
ByByTµν,ρσ , (3.32)
εµναβγ BαBrρTστ sβγ “ ´2 BµBrρCστ s,ν ` 2 BνBrρCστ s,µ ´ 2 ByBrρTστ s,µν , (3.33)
with the linearized Riemann tensor Rµν,ρσ defined as in (2.4) for the field hµν . The second
equation (3.33) has the form of a curl in rρστ s and can be integrated up into
1
2
εµναβγ BαTστ βγ ` BµCστ,ν ´ BνCστ,µ ` ByTστ,µν “ 2 Brσvτ s,µν , (3.34)
up to a tensor vτ,µν “ ´vτ,νµ, determined by this equation up to the gauge freedom δvτ,µν “
Bτ ζµν . Combining (3.34) with the first field equation (3.32), we find
Rµν,ρσ “ 1
2
ByBρCµν,σ ´ 1
2
ByBσCµν,ρ ` 1
2
εµνκλτ BrρBκCλτ σs ` ByBrρvσs,µν , (3.35)
which in turn is a curl in rρσs and can be integrated up into
Brµhνsρ `
1
4
εµνλστ BλCστ ρ ` 1
2
ByCµν,ρ ` 1
2
Byvρ,µν “ Bρuµν , (3.36)
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up to an antisymmetric field uµν “ ´uνµ . As for the N “ p3, 1q model, we have obtained
an equivalent reformulation of the dynamics in terms of two first-order equations (3.34) and
(3.36) from which the original second-order field equations (3.32), (3.33), can be obtained
by derivation. After reduction to five dimensions, equations (3.34) and (3.36) describe the
duality relations between graviton and dual graviton and between dual graviton and double
dual graviton, respectively. In particular, equation (3.36) differs from equation (3.22) in the
N “ p3, 1q model only if fields depend on the sixth coordinate.
It is instructive to work out the gauge symmetries of these equations which originate from
the D “ 6 gauge transformations (2.18). Parametrizing the six-dimensional gauge parameters
as
tλρˆ,µˆνˆu “
"
λρ,µν ; λµ,ν5 “ 2αµν ´ 2
3
βµν ; λ5,µ5 “ 2 ξµ
*
, (3.37)
with symmetric αµν , and antisymmetric βµν , their action on the various components of (3.31)
is derived as
δhµν “ 2 Bpµξνq ´ 2 Byαµν ,
δCµν,ρ “ 2 Brµανsρ ` Bρβµν ´ Brρβµνs ´
1
2
Byλρ,µν ,
δTµν,ρσ “ Brµλνs,ρσ ` Brρλσs,µν . (3.38)
Gauge variations of the two new fields vρ,µν and uµν are obtained by integrating up the variation
of (3.34) and (3.36), respectively, giving rise to
δuµν “ Brµξνs `
1
6
εµνλστ Bλβστ ` 1
3
Byβµν ` 1
2
Byζµν ,
δvρ,µν “ 1
4
εµνκλσ Bκλρλσ ` 2 Brµανsρ `
2
3
Brµβνsρ ` Bρ ζµν `
1
2
Byλρ,µν , (3.39)
where the antisymmetric gauge parameter ζµν “ ´ζνµ has been introduced after (3.34).
Let us finally note that from (3.32) and (3.35), we may obtain the modified Einstein equa-
tions
G˚µν “ ´1
2
ByBρCρpµ,νq ´
1
2
ByBpµCνqρρ `
1
2
ByBρvpµ,νqρ ´
1
2
ByBpµvρνqρ
` 1
2
ηµν ByBρCρσσ ´ 1
2
ηµν ByBρvσσρ , (3.40)
with the linearized Einstein tensor G˚µν defined as
G˚µν “ ´BρBpµhνqρ `
1
2
BρBρhµν ` 1
2
BµBνhρρ ` 1
2
ηµν BρBσhρσ ´ 1
2
ηµν BρBρhσσ , (3.41)
which differs from the previous models by the absence of covariant derivatives, c.f. (3.5).
For the remaining fields of the N “ p4, 0q model, the 5+1 Kaluza-Klein split is achieved
just as for the previous models discussed above. The field equations of the 42 scalar fields are
obtained from variation of a Lagrangian of the form Lφ in (3.9). The field equations of the 27
selfdual forms take the form of (3.30) above, again after splitting the two-forms according to
tBµˆνˆau “ tBµνa, Bµ5a ” Aµau .
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4 Actions for (free) exotic graviton fields
In the above, we have reformulated the dynamics of the six-dimensional exotic tensor fields
in terms of first order differential equations upon breaking six-dimensional Poincare´ invariance
according to the split (3.1), and introducing some additional tensor fields. As a key property
of the resulting equations, we have put the dynamics of the different models into a form which
reduces to the same equations after dimensional reduction By Ñ 0. E.g. all three models feature
linearized Einstein equations for the field hµν , given by (3.4), (3.17), and (3.40), respectively.
The three equations only differ by terms carrying explicit derivatives along the sixth dimension.
We will use this as a guiding principle to construct uniform Lagrangians for the N “ p3, 1q
and the N “ p4, 0q model which after setting By Ñ 0 both reduce to the Lagrangian (3.12) of
linearized D “ 5 maximal supergravity.
This construction follows the toy model of D “ 6 selfdual tensor fields whose dynamics can
be described by a Lagrangian (3.11)
L “ ´1
4
pFµν ` ByBµνq pFµν ` ByBµνq ´ 1
24
εµνρστ ByBµν Hρστ , (4.1)
after a Kaluza-Klein (5 ` 1) decomposition tBµˆνˆu “ tBµν , Bµ5 ” Aµu of the six-dimensional
tensor field. After dimensional reduction to five dimensions, the 3 degrees of freedom of the
selfdual tensor field are described as a massless vector with the standard Maxwell Lagrangian to
which (4.1) reduces at By Ñ 0. In presence of the sixth dimension, variation of the Lagrangian
(4.1) w.r.t. the vector field gives rise to modified Maxwell equations while variation w.r.t. the
tensor field yields the duality equation relating Aµ and Bµν , which is of first order in the
derivatives Bµ and appears under a global By derivative. Combining these two equations one
may infer the full six-dimensional selfduality equation. Details are spelled out in appendix A.2.
The Lagrangians for exotic gravitons are constructed in analogy to (4.1) with the role of Aµ
and Bµν now taken by the graviton hµν and its duals, respectively.
4.1 Action for the N “ p3, 1q Model
The main result of this subsection is the following: the first order field equations (3.21) and
(3.22), which describe the dynamics of the six-dimensional exotic graviton field Cµˆνˆ,ρˆ in the
N “ p3, 1q model, can be derived from the Lagrangian
L “ ´ 1
4
pΩµνρpΩµνρ ` 1
2
pΩµνρpΩνρµ ` pΩµpΩµ ´ 1
16
εµνρστ By pCµν,λBρ pCστ,λ
´ 3
4
F
µν
Fµν ´ 9
16
εµνρστ ByBµνBρBστ ´ 3
16
εµνρστ ByBµν By pCρσ,τ , (4.2)
with
pΩµνρ ” Brµhνsρ ´ ByArµηνsρ ` 12 By pCµν,ρ ,pCµν,ρ ” Cµν,ρ ` εµνρστ uστ ,
Fµν ” 2 BrµAνs `
3
2
ByBµν .
(4.3)
The Lagrangian (4.2) is invariant under the gauge transformations (3.24), (3.25). After reduc-
tion to five dimensions, i.e. at By Ñ 0, this Lagrangian reduces to the Fierz-Pauli Lagrangian
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for hµν together with a free Maxwell Lagrangian for Aµ; the dual fields pCµν,ρ and Bµν drop
out in this limit. In presence of the sixth dimension, variation of the Lagrangian (4.2) w.r.t.
to the dual fields yields the first-order duality equations (3.21) and (3.22), however under an
overall derivative By. Together, one recovers the full six-dimensional dynamics. Details of the
equivalence are presented in appendix B.
The bosonic Lagrangian for the full N “ p3, 1q model is then given by combining (4.2)
with the Lagrangians of the type (3.9) and (4.1) for the remaining matter fields of the theory.
Putting everything together, we obtain
Lp3,1q “ L ´
1
2
`Bµφi ´ ByAµ i˘ `Bµφi ´ ByAµi˘´ 1
2
BµφαBµφα ´ 1
2
ByφαByφα (4.4)
´ 1
4
Fµν iFµν
i ´ 1
4
pFµνa ` ByBµνaq pFµν a ` ByBµν aq ´ 1
24
εµνρστ ByBµνaHρστ a ,
with indices ranging along
i “ 1, . . . , 14 , α “ 1, . . . , 28 , a “ 1, . . . , 12 . (4.5)
After dimensional reduction to five dimensions (and rescaling of the vector field Aµ), this
Lagrangian coincides with the Lagrangian (3.12) of linearized maximal supergravity. The La-
grangian (4.4) describes the full six-dimensional theory, with the field content of five-dimensional
maximal supergravity enhanced by the field pCµν,ρ . D “ 6 Poincare´ invariance is no longer man-
ifest although it can still be realized on the equations of motion.
4.2 Action for the N “ p4, 0q Model
The main result of this subsection is the following: the first order field equations (3.34) and
(3.36), which describe the dynamics of the six-dimensional exotic graviton field Tµˆνˆ,ρˆσˆ in the
N “ p4, 0q model, can be derived from the Lagrangian
L “ ´1
4
pΩµνρpΩµνρ ` 1
2
pΩµνρpΩνρµ ` pΩµpΩµ ´ 1
8
εµνσκλ Bµ pCνσρ By pCκλ,ρ
` 1
32
εµνσκλ BµC νσρ ByC κλ,ρ ´ 1
8
ByC στ,ν BµT µν,στ ` 1
4
ByC κλ,τ BκT λσ,τ σ
` 1
4
BνC σµµ ByT στ,ντ ´ 1
8
ByC σµµ BσTτντν ´ 1
64
εµναβγ BαTστ βγ ByT µν,στ
´ 1
32
ByTστ,µν ByT µν,στ ` 1
8
ByTσµ,νµ ByT στ,ντ ´ 1
32
ByTµνµν ByTστ στ , (4.6)
with
pΩµνρ “ Brµhνsρ ` By pCµν,ρ ´ 12ByCµν,ρ ,pCµν,ρ “ Cµν,ρ ` εµνρστ uστ ,
Cµν,ρ “ Cµν,ρ ´ vρ,µν ` 2 vrρ,µνs ` 2 εµνρστ uστ . (4.7)
After reduction to five dimensions, i.e. at By Ñ 0, this Lagrangian reduces to the Fierz-Pauli
Lagrangian for hµν ; the dual fields pCµν,ρ, Cµν,ρ, and Tµν,ρσ drop out in this limit. In presence of
the sixth dimension, variation of the Lagrangian (4.6) w.r.t. to the dual fields yields the first-
order duality equations (3.34) and (3.36), however under an overall derivative By. Together,
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one recovers the full six-dimensional dynamics. The computation works in close analogy with
the derivation for the N “ p3, 1q model, c.f. appendix B.
Let us spell out the gauge transformations (3.38), (3.39) in terms of the fields (4.7)
δpΩµνρ “ BρBrµξνs ´ 23 ByBrµβνsρ ´ ByBrµζνsρ ` 14 ByBκλrµστ ενsκστρ ,
δ pCµν,ρ “ 2 Brµανsρ ´ 2 Brµβνsρ ` εµνρστ Bσξτ ` 13 εµνρστBy´βστ ` 32 ζστ¯´ 12Byλρ,µν ,
δCµν,ρ “ 2 εµνρστ Bσξτ ´ 8
3
Brµβνsρ ` 2 Brµζνsρ `
2
3
εµνρστ By
´
βστ ` 3
2
ζστ
¯
` 1
2
εκστρrµ Bκλνsστ ´ Byλρ,µν , (4.8)
which allows to confirm gauge invariance of the Lagrangian (4.6).
The bosonic Lagrangian for the full N “ p4, 0q model is finally given by combining (4.6)
with the Lagrangians of the type (3.9) and (4.1) for the remaining matter fields of the theory.
Putting everything together, we obtain
Lp4,0q “ L ´
1
4
`
Fµν
M ` ByBµνM
˘ `
Fµν M ` ByBµν M
˘´ 1
24
εµνρστ ByBµνM HρστM
´ 1
2
BµφABµφA ´ 1
2
ByφAByφA , (4.9)
with indices ranging along
M “ 1, . . . , 27 , A “ 1, . . . , 42 . (4.10)
After dimensional reduction to five dimensions, this Lagrangian coincides with the Lagrangian
(3.12) of linearized maximal supergravity. The Lagrangian (4.9) describes the full six-dimensional
theory, with the field content of five-dimensional maximal supergravity enhanced by the fieldspCµν,ρ, Cµν,ρ, and Tµν,ρσ . D “ 6 Poincare´ invariance is no longer manifest although it can still
be realized on the equations of motion.
5 Progress toward an exceptional master action
In the previous sections, we have constructed Lagrangians (3.6), (4.4), and (4.9), for the three
six-dimensional models which share a number of universal features and structures. In particular,
after dimensional reduction to five dimensions they all reduce to the same Lagrangian (3.12)
corresponding to linearized maximal supergravity in five dimensions. The three distinct six-
dimensional theories are then described as different extensions of this Lagrangian by terms
carrying derivatives along the sixth dimension. In the various matter sectors, these terms ensure
covariantization under non-trivial gauge structures and provide sources to the field equations
of five-dimensional supergravity.
This reformulation within a common framework is very much in the spirit of exceptional field
theories. In that framework, higher-dimensional supergravity theories are reformulated in terms
of the field content of a lower-dimensional supergravity keeping the dependence on all coordi-
nates. More precisely, their formulation is based on a split of coordinates into D external and
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n internal coordinates of which the latter are formally embedded into a fundamental represen-
tation Rv of the global symmetry group E11´D,p11´Dq of D-dimensional maximal supergravity.
Different embeddings of the internal coordinates into Rv then correspond to different higher-
dimensional origins. Here, we will discuss a similar uniform description of the six-dimensional
models based on D “ 5 external dimensions which encompasses the three different models upon
proper identification of the sixth coordinate within the internal coordinates. As discussed in the
introduction this will require an enhancement of the internal coordinates of exceptional field
theory by an additional exotic coordinate related to the singlet central charge in the D “ 5
supersymmetry algebra.
5.1 Linearized ExFT and embedding of the N “ p2, 2q model
The theory relevant for our discussion is E6p6q exceptional field theory (ExFT) [10, 11]. Its
bosonic field content is given by a graviton gµν together with 27 vector fields Aµ
M and their dual
tensors Bµν M , together with 42 scalars parametrizing the internal metric MMN “ pV V T qMN
with V a representative of the coset space E6p6q{USpp8q. Fields depend on 5 external and
27 internal coordinates with the latter transforming in the fundamental 27 of E6p6q and with
internal coordinate dependence of the fields restricted by the section constraint [9]
dKMN BM b BN “ 0 , (5.1)
with the two differential operators acting on any couple of fields and gauge parameters of the
theory. The tensor dKMN denotes the cubic totally symmetric E6p6q invariant tensor, which we
normalize as dMNP dMNQ “ δQP . The section condition (5.1) admits two inequivalent solutions
[10] which reduce the internal coordinate dependence of all fields to the 6 internal coordinates
from D “ 11 supergravity, or 5 internal coordinates from IIB supergravity, respectively. For
details of the ExFT Lagrangian we refer to [10,11]. Here, we spell out its ‘free’ limit, obtained
by linearizing the full theory according to
gµν “ ηµν ` hµν , MMN “ ∆MN ` φMN , (5.2)
around the constant background given by the Minkowski metric ηµν and the identity matrix
∆MN . The scalar fluctuations φMN are further constrained by the coset properties of MMN .
To quadratic order in the fluctuations, the ExFT Lagrangian then yields
LExFT,free “´ 1
4
ΩµνρΩµνρ ` 1
2
ΩµνρΩνρµ `ΩµΩµ ´ 1
4
F
µν M
Fµν
N ∆MN
´ 5
4
?
10 εµνρστ dMNKBµBνρMBNBστ K ´ 1
24
Dµφ
MN DµφMN `Lpot , (5.3)
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with indices M,N raised and lowered by ∆MN and its inverse, and with the various elements
of (5.3) given by
Ωµνρ “ Brµhνsρ ´
2
3
BMArµMηνsρ , Ωµ ” Ωµνν ,
Fµν
M “ 2 BrµAνsM ` 10 dMNK BNBµν K ,
Dµφ
MN “ BµφMN ` 2 BKAµpM∆NqK ` 2
3
BKAµK∆MN ´ 20 BKAµL dPLRdRKpM∆NqP ,
Lpot “ ´ 1
24
∆MNBMφKL BNφKL ` 1
2
∆MNBMφKLBLφNK ´ 1
2
BMhνν BNφMN
` 1
4
∆MN BMhµµ BNhνν ´ 1
4
∆MN BMhµνBNhµν . (5.4)
The Lagrangian we have presented above for the six-dimensional N “ p2, 2qmodel naturally
fits into this framework. This does not come as a surprise since the six-dimensional model is
nothing but linearized maximal supergravity known to be described by E6p6q ExFT upon proper
selection of the sixth coordinate among the internal BM . This choice is uniquely fixed by the
requirement that the resulting theory exhibits the global SOp5, 5q symmetry group of maximal
six-dimensional supergravity, thus breaking
E6p6q ÝÑ SOp5, 5q , 27 ÝÑ 1‘ 16‘ 10 ,
tBMu ÝÑ tB0, Bi, Bau , (5.5)
and keeping only coordinate-dependence along the SOp5, 5q singlet. In this split, the E6p6q
invariant symmetric tensor dMNK has the non-vanishing components
d0ab “ 1?
10
ηab , daij “ 1
2
?
5
pΓaqij , (5.6)
in terms of SOp5, 5q Γ-matrices and its invariant tensor ηab of signature p5, 5q, showing that
the section constraint (5.1) is trivially satisfied is Bi “ 0 “ Ba . Putting this together with the
linearized ExFT Lagrangian (5.3), and splitting fields as
tAµMu “ tAµ, Aµi, Aµau , etc. , (5.7)
we arrive at
Lp2,2q “´
1
4
ΩµνρΩµνρ ` 1
2
ΩµνρΩνρµ ` ΩµΩµ ´ 1
4
FµνFµν ´ 1
4
Fµν iFµν
i
´ 1
4
pFµνa ` ByBµνaq pFµν a ` ByBµν aq ´ 1
24
εµνρστ ηab ByBµνaHρστ b ´ 1
2
BµφαBµφα
´ 1
2
pBµφ´
c
8
3
ByAµqpBµφ´
c
8
3
ByAµq ´ 1
2
`Bµφi ´ ByAµ i˘ `Bµφi ´ ByAµi˘ ,
´ 1
2
ByφαByφα ` 5
6
ByφByφ´ 2
3
ByhσσByφ` 1
4
ByhσσByhρρ ´ 1
4
ByhµνByhµν , (5.8)
which precisely produces the sum of Lagrangians (3.6), (3.9), (3.11), after proper rescaling of
the singlet scalar field φ . The non-trivial checks of this coincidence include all the coefficients
in the various connection terms, as well as in the Stu¨ckelberg-type couplings between vector
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and tensor fields, and the coefficients in front of the various ByφByφ terms in the last line.
Again, this is not a surprise but a consequence of the proven equivalence of ExFT with higher-
dimensional maximal supergravity. Note that although the free theory only exhibits a compact
USpp4q ˆ USpp4q global symmetry, the couplings exhibited in (5.8) are far more constrained
than allowed by this symmetry and witness the underlying E6p6q structure broken to SOp5, 5q
according to (5.5), (5.6).
The ExFT Lagrangian is to a large extent determined by invariance under generalized
internal diffeomorphisms acting with a gauge parameter ΛM in the 27. After linearization (5.2)
these diffeomorphisms act as
δφMN “ 2∆KpM BNqΛK `
2
3
BKΛK ∆MN ´ 20 dPKRdRLpM ∆NqP BKΛL ,
δAµ
M “ BµΛM , δhµν “ 2
3
BMΛM ηµν ,
(5.9)
and one can show invariance of the linearized Lagrangian (5.8), provided the section constraint
(5.1) is satisfied.
5.2 Beyond standard ExFT: embedding of the N “ p3, 1q and p4, 0q couplings
As we have discussed in the introduction, the charges carried by the massive BPS multiplets
in the reduction of the N “ p3, 1q and the N “ p4, 0q model, respectively, suggest that an
inclusion of these models into the framework of ExFT necessitates an extension of the space of
27 internal coordinates by an additional exotic coordinate corresponding to the singlet central
charge [7]. Denoting derivatives along this coordinate by B‚, this would amount to a relaxation
of the standard section constraint (5.1) to a constraint of the form
dKMN BM b BN ´ 1?
10
∆KM pBM b B‚ ` B‚ b BM q “ 0 , (5.10)
which at the present stage only makes sense in the linearized theory where ∆KM is a constant
background tensor. Apart from the standard ExFT solutions
dKMN BM b BN “ 0 , B‚ “ 0 , (5.11)
of this constraint, which allow the embedding of the N “ p2, 2q model as described above, the
extended section constraint also allows for two exotic solutions
p3, 1q : Bp3,1qy “
2?
3
B0 “ ´ 2 B‚ , with the F4p4q singlet B0 Ă BM ,
p4, 0q : Bp4,0qy “ ´ B‚ , BM “ 0 , (5.12)
corresponding to the two exotic six-dimensional models in precise correspondence with the
central charges carried by the corresponding BPS multiplets [7]. While the (4,0) solution
trivially solves the constraint (5.10), the N “ p3, 1q solution is based on the decomposition
E6p6q ÝÑ F4p4q , 27 ÝÑ 1‘ 26 ,
tBM u ÝÑ tB0, BAu , (5.13)
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under which the symmetric d-tensor decomposes into
d000 “ ´ 2?
30
, d0AB “ 1?
30
ηAB , dABC , (5.14)
with the F4p4q invariant symmetric tensor η
AB of signature p14, 12q, and the symmetric invariant
tensor dABC satisfying
dABCηBC “ 0 , dABCdABD “ 14
15
δC
D . (5.15)
This shows explicitly how the (3,1) assignment of (5.12) also provides a solution to the extended
section constraint (5.10).
It is intriguing to study the fate of diffeomorphism invariance of the ExFT Lagrangian (5.3)
if the original section constraint is relaxed to (5.10). Except for the last term in (5.3), the
Lagrangian remains manifestly invariant without any use of the section constraint. Explicit
variation of the potential term Lpot under linearized diffeomorphisms (5.9) on the other hand
yields (up to total derivatives)
δΛLpot “
`
5∆LS d
LMNdKPQ ´ 10∆MN∆KL dLSRdRPQ
˘
ΛS BP BQBMφNK
´ 10hµµ∆MK dKLRdRPQ BMBP BQΛL , (5.16)
which consistently vanishes modulo the standard section constraint (5.1). For the weaker con-
straint (5.10), this variation no longer vanishes and may be recast in the following form
δΛLpot “ ∆KM ΛN B‚B‚BMφNK ´ 4hνν B‚B‚BNΛN , (5.17)
after repeated use of (5.10) and further manipulation of the expressions. In order to com-
pensate for this variation let us first note that there is no possible covariant extension of the
transformation rules (5.10) by terms carrying B‚ΛM , such that invariance can only be restored
by extending the potential. A possible such extension is given by
Lpot,‚ “ Lpot ´ 1
24
B‚φMNB‚φMN ´ 3
4
B‚hσσB‚hρρ ` 3
4
B‚hµνB‚hµν , (5.18)
and it is straightforward to verify that the variation of the additional terms in (5.18) precisely
cancels the contributions in (5.17), such that
δΛLpot,‚ “ 0 . (5.19)
For the exotic solutions of the section constraint, the B‚φMNB‚φMN terms in (5.18) give rise
to additional contributions of the type ByφByφ in the Lagrangian. Collecting all such terms in
(5.18) for the two exotic solutions (5.12) yields
p3, 1q ÝÑ ´1
2
ByφαByφα , α “ 1, . . . , 28 ,
p4, 0q ÝÑ ´1
2
ByφAByφA , A “ 1, . . . , 42 . (5.20)
These are precisely the terms found in our explicit construction of actions (4.4) and (4.9)
above! In other words, the relaxation (5.10) of the section constraint together with generalized
diffeomorphism invariance precisely implies the correct scalar couplings in the Lagrangians of
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the exotic models. In addition, the B‚hB‚h terms in (5.18) cancel the corresponding terms in
Lpot (5.4) upon selecting the (3,1) solution of the section constraint (5.12), just as required in
order to reproduce the correct Lagrangian of the N “ p3, 1q model (4.2).4
We may continue the symmetry analysis for the tensor gauge transformations given by a
gauge parameter ΛµM in standard ExFT. For these transformations there is a natural extension
of the standard ExFT transformation rules in presence of the exotic coordinate and exotic fields
as
δΛµAµ
M “ ´10 dMNK BNΛµK ´
?
10∆MK B‚ΛµK ,
δΛµBµν M “ 2 BrµΛνsM .
(5.21)
Computing the action of these transformations on the connection featuring in the covariant
scalar derivatives Dµφ
MN in (5.4), we obtain after some manipulation5
δΛµDµφ
MN “ 10
ˆ
1
3
∆MN δP
Q `∆QpM δPNq ´ 10∆SpMdNqQRdRSP
˙
dPKL BKBLΛµQ
´ 2
?
10
ˆ
1
3
∆MN δP
Q ` δP pM∆NqQ ´ 10∆LpMdNqQRdRPL
˙
∆PKBKB‚ΛµQ .
(5.22)
The resulting expression precisely vanishes with the modified section constraint (5.10). This
shows the necessity of the B‚ΛµM terms in (5.21) in order to maintain gauge invariance of the
kinetic term Dµφ
MNDµφMN in presence of the relaxed section constraint. It is straightforward
to verify that these additional terms in the transformation induce a modification of the gauge
invariant vector field strengths to
Fµν
M ” 2 BrµAνsM ` 10 dMNK BNBµν K `
?
10∆MK B‚Bµν K , (5.23)
as well an extension of the topological term, such that the combined vector-tensor couplings
take the form
Lvt,‚ “ ´1
4
∆MN F
µν M
Fµν
N ´ 5
4
εµνρστ BµBνρM
´?
10 dMNKBNBστ K `∆MKB‚Bστ K
¯
,
(5.24)
and are invariant under these gauge transformations. Let us work out the effect of these
modifications for the exotic solutions of the section constraint. With the kinetic scalar term
unchanged, the resulting couplings are directly inferred from evaluating the covariant derivatives
(5.4) for the d-symbol (5.14), giving rise to
p3, 1q ÝÑ ´1
2
`Bµφi ´ ByAµ i˘ `Bµφi ´ ByAµi˘´ 1
2
BµφαBµφα , i “ 1, . . . , 14 , α “ 1, . . . , 28 ,
p4, 0q ÝÑ ´1
2
BµφABµφA , A “ 1, . . . , 42 , (5.25)
4 In contrast, these terms appear in conflict with embedding the spin-2 sector of the N “ p4, 0q model as
they survive under the (4,0) solution in (5.12) but should be absent in the final Lagrangian (4.6). We come back
to this in section 5.3.
5 A useful identity for this computation is given by
d
PLQ
dPSRd
KMRBKBL “
1
10
δ
K
S d
LQMBKBL `
1
20
δ
M
S d
QKLBKBL `
1
20
δ
Q
S d
MKLBKBL ´
1
2
d
QMR
dRSPd
PKLBKBL ,
generalizing equations (2.12), (2.13) of [11].
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This precisely reproduces the vector-scalar couplings found in the explicit Lagrangians (4.4),
(4.9) above. As for the vector-tensor couplings, evaluating the Lagrangian (5.24) with (5.14)
for the solutions (5.12) gives rise to the explicit couplings
p3, 1q ÝÑ ´1
4
pFµν ` 3
?
3
2
ByBµνqpFµν ` 3
?
3
2
ByBµνq ´ 1
4
pFµνa ` ByBµνaq pFµν a ` ByBµν aq
´ 1
4
Fµν iFµν
i ´ 3
16
εµνρστ ByBµνHρστ ´ 1
24
εµνρστ ByBµνaHρστ a ,
p4, 0q ÝÑ ´1
4
`
Fµν
M ` ByBµνM
˘ `
Fµν M ` ByBµν M
˘´ 1
24
εµνρστ ByBµνM HρστM , (5.26)
with indices in range i “ 1, . . . , 14, a “ 1, . . . , 12, M “ 1, . . . , 27, as above. Again, this precisely
reproduces the couplings found above (after proper rescaling of the vector field Aµ)!
To summarize, in the scalar, vector and tensor sector, we have constructed an extension of
the ExFT Lagrangian (at the linearized level), given by
L “ ´1
2
Dµφ
MNDµφMN `Lvt,‚ `Lpot,‚ , (5.27)
which is invariant under the gauge transformations (5.9), (5.21) modulo the relaxed section
constraint (5.10). The weaker section constraint necessitates a numer of additional contributions
to the Lagrangian (and transformation rules) which precisely reproduce the explicit couplings
found in the Lagrangians of the exotic models (4.4), (4.9) constructed above. It is remarkable
that this match confirms the couplings that have been determined from an underlying non-
compact E6p6q and F4p4q structure, respectively, despite the fact that the free theory only exhibits
invariance under the compact R-symmetry subgroup USpp2N`q ˆ USpp2N´q which might in
principle allow for much more general couplings. We take this as evidence for the conjectured
E6p6q and F4p4q invariance of the putative interacting theories [1].
5.3 The spin-2 sector
The above findings have revealed a very intriguing common structure of the couplings in the
scalar, vector and tensor sectors of the different models which can be consistently embedded into
an extension of (linearized) exceptional field theory. For the spin-2 sector carrying the Pauli-
Fierz field and its duals on the other hand the picture appears not yet complete. Extrapolation
of the Lagrangian of the N “ p4, 0q model (4.6) suggests an extension of the standard ExFT
Lagrangian by couplings carrying B‚ derivatives and the dual graviton fields as
L “ ´1
4
pΩµνρpΩµνρ ` 1
2
pΩµνρpΩνρµ ` pΩµpΩµ ` 1
8
εµνσκλ Bµ pCνσρ B‚ pCκλ,ρ
´ 1
32
εµνσκλ BµC νσρ B‚C κλ,ρ ` 1
8
B‚C στ,ν BµT µν,στ ´ 1
4
B‚C κλ,τ BκT λσ,τ σ
´ 1
4
BνC σµµ B‚T στ,ντ ` 1
8
B‚C σµµ BσTτντν ` 1
64
εµναβγ BαTστ βγ B‚T µν,στ
´ 1
32
B‚Tστ,µν B‚T µν,στ ` 1
8
B‚Tσµ,νµ B‚T στ,ντ ´ 1
32
B‚Tµνµν B‚Tστ στ
` 5
4
εµνρστ dKMNBKBµν M BN pCρσ,τ , (5.28)
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with
pΩµνρ “ Brµhνsρ ´ 23 BMArµM ηνsρ ´ B‚ pCµν,ρ ` 12B‚Cµν,ρ . (5.29)
By construction, this reproduces the N “ p2, 2q and the N “ p4, 0q models upon choosing
the corresponding solutions of the section constraint. It remains unclear however, how the
spin-2 sector of the N “ p3, 1q model can find its place in this construction. In particular,
the appearance of the extra fields Cµν,ρ and Tµν,ρσ appearing in (5.28), whose couplings remain
present upon selecting the (3,1) solution (5.12) of the section constraint, poses a challenge
for recovering the Lagrangian (4.4) of the N “ p3, 1q model. The structure of the gauge
transformations of C as extrapolated from (4.8) appears to suggest a gauge fixing of the ζµν
and λρ,µν gauge symmetries — absent in the N “ p3, 1q model — in order to remove this field.
Another apparent problem in the spin-2 sector is the lacking reconciliation between the B‚hB‚h
terms from (5.18) and the B‚TB‚T terms of (5.28) which mutually violate the correct limits
to the exotic models. Resolution of this problem may require to implement algebraic relations
between the Pauli-Fierz hµν field and the double dual graviton [2] (see also [28]).
6 Conclusions and Outlook
In this paper we have taken the first step in constructing action principles for exotic supergravity
theories in 6D by giving such actions for the free bosonic part. These actions show already
intriguing new features such as the simultaneous appearance of (linearized) diffeomorphisms
and dual diffeomorphisms, which are realized on exotic Young tableaux fields as well as more
conventional gravity fields. Our formulation abandons manifest 6D Lorentz invariance, as
expected to be necessary on general grounds, by being based on a 5 ` 1 split of coordinates.
Remarkably, the field equations implied by our actions can be integrated to reconstruct the
correct dynamics of these exotic supergravites. Moreover, we have seen the first glimpses of
an exceptional field theory master formulation, in which the conventional N “ p2, 2q, as well
as the exotic N “ p3, 1q and N “ p4, 0q models all emerge through different solutions of an
extended section constraint, but clearly much more needs to be done. We close with a brief
discussion of possible future developments.
First, it remains to exhibit the (maximal) supersymmetries in these non-standard formula-
tions, even just at the free level. We have no doubt that this can be achieved as in exceptional
field theory where different supersymmetries (such as type IIB versus type IIA) are realized
within a single master formulation. Second, it would be interesting to study possible embed-
dings into exceptional field theories of higher rank, such as for U-duality groups E7p7q and E8p8q,
which may illuminate some issues and which can also be done already at linearized level. Fi-
nally, the most important outstanding problem is clearly the question whether our formulation
can be extended to the non-linear interacting theory. We would like to emphasize that the
present formulations seem quite promising in this regard since they feature not only the exotic
fields but also the more conventional gravity fields, which come with an action that allows a
natural embedding into the full non-linear Einstein-Hilbert action. In turn this suggests that
all these fields might become part of a tensor hierarchy that extends to the gravity sector. If
so this could quite naturally lend itself to a formulation of non-linear dynamics in terms of a
hierarchy of duality relations as in [29].
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Appendix
A Actions for selfdual tensor fields
It is well known that the first-order field equations for D “ 6 selfdual tensor fields
Hµˆνˆρˆ “ 1
6
ε
µˆνˆρˆσˆκˆλˆ
H σˆκˆλˆ , Hµˆνˆρˆ “ 3 BrµˆBνˆρˆs , (A.1)
do not integrate to a standard action principle, yet various mechanisms with different charac-
teristics have been devised such as to provide a Lagrangian description of these equations [13,
21–23]. In this appendix, we briefly review the construction of Henneaux and Teitelboim [13]
which is somewhat closest in spirit to the construction employed in this paper, together with its
dual formulation that is naturally embedded within exceptional field theory. Both formulations
are based on a coordinate split (3.1)
txµˆu ÝÑ txµ, yu , (A.2)
and sacrifice manifest D “ 6 Poincare´ invariance.6 With the corresponding split tBµˆνˆu “
tBµν , Bµ5 ” Aµu of the six-dimensional tensor field, the selfduality equations (A.1) take the
form
Fµν ` 1
6
εµνρστ H
ρστ “ 0 , for Fµν ” Fµν ` ByBµν . (A.3)
In particular, the divergence and curl of this equation give rise to
BµFµν “ 0 ,
εµνλστ ByHλστ ´ 6 BλHλµν “ 0 , (A.4)
respectively.
A.1 Henneaux-Teitelboim Lagrangian
The Lagrangian proposed by Henneaux and Teitelboim [13] for the description of the self-dual
tensors takes the form
L “ 1
24
εµνρστ Fµν Hρστ ´ 1
12
HµνρH
µνρ , (A.5)
when applied to equations (A.3), i.e. evaluated for space-like split and flat background. As a
first observation, this Lagrangian depends on the vector field Aµ only via total derivatives, such
that it does not show up in the field equations
εµνρστ ByHρστ “ 6 BρHµνρ , (A.6)
6 The original construction of [13] defines the 5` 1 split by singling out the time coordinate, but the method
obviously applies equally well for the split based on a spatial distinguished dimension.
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reproducing the second equation of (A.4). This equation now serves an an integrability equation
in order to locally define the vector field Aµ via the equation
2 BrµAνs “ ´ByBµν ´
1
6
εµνρστ H
ρστ . (A.7)
Indeed, the curl of the r.h.s. vanishes by virtue of (A.6). Defining the vector field Aµ by (A.7),
we precisely recover the equations of motion (A.3).
A.2 ExFT type Lagrangian
Exceptional field theory (ExFT) typically yields formulations of higher-dimensional supergrav-
ity theories based on the field content of lower-dimensional theories. In particular, it offers
actions for theories that do not admit actions in terms of their original variables, such as IIB
supergravity, c.f. [12]. In the context of (anti-)selfdual tensor fields appearing in six dimensions,
an exceptional field theory formulation based on a split (A.2) gives rise to an action
L “ ´1
4
FµνF
µν ´ 1
24
εµνρστ ByBµν Hρστ , (A.8)
carrying the fields of equation (A.3). The field equations are now given by
0 “ BνFνµ “ BνFνµ ` ByBνBνµ , (A.9)
0 “ By
´
Fµν ` 1
6
εµνρστ H
ρστ
¯
. (A.10)
In particular, equation (A.10) implies the original field equations (A.3) up to some function
that does not depend on y:
Fµν ` 1
6
εµνρστ H
ρστ “ χµν , Byχµν “ 0 . (A.11)
Comparing the divergence of this equation to (A.9), we find that locally the field χµν can be
integrated to
Bµχµν “ 0 ùñ χµν “ εµνρστ Bρbστ , (A.12)
in terms of a function bµν , such that the field equations (A.11) can be rewritten as´
Fµν ` ByB˜µν
¯
` 1
6
εµνρστ 3 BρB˜στ “ 0 , (A.13)
with the modified two-form
B˜µν ” Bµν ´ 2 bµν . (A.14)
In terms of the fields Aµ, B˜µν , we thus recover the desired original field equations (A.3). Note
finally, that the Lagrangian (A.8) precisely comes with a gauge freedom of the type (A.14)
which allows to absorb bµν into Bµν .
We thus arrive at two complementary Lagrangians (A.5), (A.8), which both describe the
six-dimensional selfdual tensor field upon sacrificing manifest D “ 6 Poincare´ invariance. They
are dual to each other in the sense that upon dimensional reduction to D “ 5 dimensions, i.e.
upon setting By Ñ 0, the Lagrangian (A.8) describes the 3 degrees of freedom in terms of a
free Maxwell field whereas (A.5) describes them in terms of the dual massless tensor field Bµν .
Similarly, the two Lagrangians (A.5) and (A.8) can be dualized into each other in presence of
the sixth dimension.
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B 6D field equations from the new Lagrangians
In this appendix, we present in detail how the second-order field equations obtained by vari-
ation of the Lagrangian (4.2) for the N “ p3, 1q model can be integrated to the first-order
field equations (3.21) and (3.22) which in turn imply the original 6D second-order selfduality
equations (2.11). For the N “ p4, 0q model (4.6), the discussion goes along the same lines.
B.1 Field equations
Here, we spell out the field equations obtained from variation of the Lagrangian (4.2).
Variation w.r.t. Aµ:
BµFµν ` 3
2
ByBµBµν ´ 1
2
By
´
Bµhµν ´ Bνhµµ ´ By pCνµµ ` 4 ByAν¯ “ 0, (B.1)
which is exactly (3.29).
Variation w.r.t. Bµν :
By
ˆ
Fµν ` 3
2
ByBµν ` 1
2
εµνρστ BρBστ ` 1
12
Byεµνρστ pCρστ˙ “ 0, (B.2)
which is the By derivative of equation (3.21).
Variation w.r.t. hµν :
Gµν ` 1
2
By
´
Bρ pCρpµ,νq ` Bpµ pCνqρρ ´ ηµνBρ pCρσσ¯ “ 0, (B.3)
with the linearized Einstein tensor as it appears in (3.17), this variation thus exactly reproduces
the Einstein equation (3.17).
Variation w.r.t pCµν,ρ:
By
ˆ
Brµhνsρ ` Bσhσrµηνsρ ´ ηρrνBµshσσ `
1
4
εµνλστ Bλ pCστ ρ ` 1
4
Byp pCµν,ρ ´ pCνρ,µ ´ pCρµ,νq
´ηρrνBy pCµsσσ ` 3 ByArµηνsρ ` 38 εµνρστBστ
˙
“ 0, (B.4)
which we can further project onto its (2,1) part and totally antisymmetric part
By
ˆ
Brµhνsρ ` Bσhσrµηνsρ ´ ηρrνBµshσσ `
1
4
εµνλστ Bλ pCστ ρ ´ 1
4
ελστ rµνBλ pCστ ρs
`1
4
Byp pCµν,ρ ´ pCνρ,µ ´ pCρµ,ν ` pCrµν,ρsq ´ ηρrνBy pCµsσσ ` 3 ByArµηνsρ˙ “ 0, (B.5)
By
ˆ
1
4
ελστ rµνBλ pCστ ρs ´ 14 By pCrµν,ρs ` 38 ByεµνρστBστ
˙
“ 0. (B.6)
B.2 Going back to the original equations
The goal of this section is to recover the full 6D system (3.19) and (3.21) from the equations
derived in the section B.1. Let us first rewrite them in terms of the original fields of the (3,1)
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model and integrate all the equations under By by introducing three functions χµνpxµq, ψµνρpxµq
and ϕµν,ρpxµq which are respectively antisymmetric, antisymmetric and of p2, 1q type, and do
not depend on the sixth coordinate.
BµFµν ` 3
2
ByBµBµν ´ 1
2
By pBµhµν ´ Bνhµµ ´ ByCνµµ ` 4 ByAνq “ 0, (B.7)
Fµν ` 3
2
ByBµν ´ Byuµν ` 1
2
εµνρστ BρBστ “ χµν , (B.8)
ελστ rµνBλCστ ρs ´ 4 Brρuµνs ´ Byεµνρστ
ˆ
uστ ´ 3
2
Bστ
˙
“ ψµνρ, (B.9)
Gµν ` 1
2
By
`BρCρpµ,νq ` BpµCνqρρ ´ ηµνBρCρσσ˘ “ 0, (B.10)
Brµhνsρ ` Bσhσrµηνsρ ´ ηρrνBµshσσ `
1
4
εµνλστBλCστ ρ ´ 1
4
ελστ rµνBλCστ ρs
` 1
2
ByCµν,ρ ´ ηρrνByCµsσσ ` 3 ByArµηνsρ ´ Bρuµν ` Brρuµνs ´ 2 Bσuσrµηνsρ “ ϕµν,ρ. (B.11)
A-B duality Combining (B.7) and (B.8) gives
ByBµuµν “ 1
2
By pBµhµν ´ Bνhµµ ´ ByCνµµ ` 4 ByAνq ´ Bµχµν , (B.12)
while the trace of (B.11) in pµρq gives
Bµuµν “ 1
2
pBµhµν ´ Bνhµµ ´ ByCνµµ ` 4 ByAνq ` 1
3
ϕµν
µ. (B.13)
Together, these two equations imply that locally, we can define a 2-form b such that
χµν “ 1
2
εµνρστBρbστ pxµq. (B.14)
This 2-form can be absorbed in B (following exactly the same process as in section A.2) such
that equations (B.8) reproduces (3.21).
h-C duality Contracting (B.11) with Bµ, we can extract both symmetric and antisymmetric
parts:
pνρq : Gνρ ` 1
2
By
`BµCµpν,ρq ´ ηνρBµCµσσ ` BpρCνqσσ˘ “ Bµϕµpν,ρq, (B.15)
rνρs : ´ 1
6
ελστνρBµBλCστµ ` By
`BµCµrν,ρs ` BrρCνsσσ ´ 3 BrρAνs˘` 2 BµBrµuνρs “ 2 Bµϕµrν,ρs.
(B.16)
Using (B.10) we can conclude that
Bµϕµpν,ρq “ 0. (B.17)
The divergence of (B.9) reads
´ 1
6
εµναβγBρBαCαβρ ` 2 BρBrρuµνs `
1
2
ByεµνραβBρ
ˆ
uαβ ´ 3
2
Bαβ
˙
“ ´1
2
Bρψµνρ, (B.18)
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and combining it with (B.16) and (B.8), we eventually get
2 Bµϕµrν,ρs “ ´
1
2
Bρψµνρ. (B.19)
Together with (B.17), one has
Bµp2ϕµν,ρ ` 1
2
Bρψµνρq “ 0, (B.20)
such that locally there exist 5D tensors cµν,ρ and aµνρ, where c is of p2, 1q type and a is
completely antisymmetric, such that
2ϕµν,ρ ` 1
2
Bρψµνρ “ 1
2
εµναβγBαpcβγρ ` aβγρq. (B.21)
Consequently
ϕµν
µ “ 1
4
εµναβγBαaβγµ , (B.22)
ϕµν,ρ “ 1
4
εµναβγBα
´
cβγρ ` aβγρ
¯
´ 1
4
εαβγrµνBα
´
cβγρs ` aβγρs
¯
, (B.23)
ψµνρ “ εαβγrµνBα
´
cβγρs ` aβγρs
¯
. (B.24)
Plugging the expression for ϕ and its trace back into (B.11), one has
2 Brµhνsρ `
1
2
εµνλστ BλCστ ρ ´ 1
2
ελστ rµνBλCστ ρs ` ByCµν,ρ ´ 2 ByArµηνsρ ´ 2 Bρuµν ` 2 Brρuµνs
“ 1
2
εµναβγBαpcβγρ ` aβγρq ´ 1
2
εαβγrµνBαpcβγρs ` aβγρsq `
1
3
εαβγσrµBαaβγσηνsρ .
(B.25)
Then, using the following two Schouten identities
εrµν
αβγBαaβγρs “ 0 “ ´εαβγ rµνBρsaαβγ ` 3 Bαεαβγ rµνaρsβγ , (B.26)
εrσµαβγBαaβγσηνsρ “ 0 “ 2 εαβγσrµBαaβγσηνsρ ´ Bρεβγσµνaβγσ ` 3 εαβγµνBαaβγρ , (B.27)
one obtains
2 Brµhνsρ `
1
2
εµνλστ BλpCστ ρ ´ cστ ρq ` pHµνρ ´ 1
2
εµνραβF
αβq ` BypCµν,ρ ´ 2Arµηνsρq
´2 Bρ
ˆ
uµν ` 1
12
εµναβγa
αβγ
˙
“ 0 .
(B.28)
We recover the 6D equation (3.19) after the following redefinitions
uµν Ñ uµν ` 1
12
εµναβγa
αβγ ,
Bµν Ñ Bµν ´ bµν , Cµν,ρ Ñ Cµν,ρ ´ cµν,ρ . (B.29)
One can check that these redefinitions are consistent with the expression of ψ in (B.9). Finally,
derivative of (3.19) and (3.21) give rise to the original 6D equations of motion (2.11) as discussed
in section 3.2 above.
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